COMMUNICATION PLAN

COMMUNICATION PLAN ESCOLIMBURG 2020
The ESCOLIMBURG2020 project translates provincial and municipal climate ambitions into practice: by focusing on
making the existing municipal and provincial assets more energy-efficient (energy renovation and renewable energy)
more quickly. The existing ESCO of the provincial energy grid operator Infrax will serve as a starting point for this. For
the municipalities, it is important that they set the right example in the context of their local climate policy: practice
what you preach.
ESCOLIMBURG2020 is a collaboration between the Province of Limburg, Infrax and Dubolimburg. Dubolimburg is
responsible for providing guidance and developing the competencies of the municipalities, the Province of Limburg
and construction professionals in order to enable them to define high-priority investments and take the right decisions during the investment process. A suitable set of instruments will be developed for this. Infrax is responsible, via
the existing ESCO offer, for making the investments necessary to achieve the goals. This existing ESCO offer will be
fine-tuned and optimised during the course of the project.
The ESCOLIMBURG2020 project is an Intelligent Energy Europe - Mobilising Local Energy Investments (IEE-MLEI)
project. The project was launched on April 1, 2013 and will run till 2016.
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Communication objectives
— To inform and sensitise the need for renovation of the municipal assets
— To communicate widely but purposefully about the project, the municipal projects and the gains they generate in
terms of CO2, renewable energy and generated kWh
— To inform about the trajectory of the project, with the website/newsletter with a clear, easy to interpret
tracking tool* as a central component.
— To highlight municipal projects initiated within the context of ESCO2020
— To communicate clearly the technical information and user experience
— To communicate the outcome based on testimonials
— To emphasise the operation of the project as a total concept

*The tracking tool demonstrates in a clear (cumulative) way (via moving ‘gauges’> see car dashboard) the gains
achieved through the ESCOLIMBURG2020 project:
• Less CO2 emissions (perhaps with reducing number of cars or houses turning green or ‘is equal to x number
of trees planted etc.)
• Renewable energy
• Generated kWh
• Amount of euros invested in the economy in Limburg
• Number of jobs created
• % Better environment (air, light etc.)

Which model, tool, experience ... to be
disseminated?
— The optimized ESCO model
— New financing models and methodologies
— The R&R action plan and associated approach (policy dialogues)
— Examples of good practice in general approach to buildings
— The Final Report (with a first draft halfway)
— Technical Manual
— Training Report Book with the pros and cons of the learning trajectory
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Target groups
Strategy / communication mix / messages and target groups
The applied communication strategy is target group dependent and will vary in approach and content. Target groups
are divided into municipalities (environmental and sustainability officers, technical services, secretaries and decision
makers (Mayor and Aldermen + management committees)).

A. Municipalities
— Environmental and sustainability officers
• Mapping of existing ESCO operation
• Support for environmental and sustainability officers: strengthen position to create a platform
for sustainable investments within the municipality, allowing them to formulate a shared vision of
sustainability
• Support and facilitate the work of the officials
• Anticipating possible objections and threats
• Provide information on how ESCOLIMBURG2020 can be included within the framework of
the Covenant of Majors
How?
– Demonstrate (including through the use of clear IMAGERY) the gain (improvement of assets, long-term vision,
added value of building stock, ready for more stringent requirements, improved work comfort, decreasing
energy bills, role model function etc.)
– Demonstrate the service we provide
– Communicate the ESCO offer
– Organise an event on ESCO, with already completed exemplary projects, testimonials, speakers,
workshops, sessions...
– Securing media attention
– Our own communication through the website with regular updates, newsletters etc.
– Training
– Meetings
– One-to-one conversations
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— Technical services
• Communicating the ESCO offer and the service we provide
• Emphasize the way we work: total concept and assuming total cost of ownership
• Convince of the relevance of investment: doing nothing now will lead to unnecessary waste of energy
and money later
• Convince of the quality of the ESCO offer: fast, large capacity, always good quality and best solution
as a starting point
• Want to raise the bar high in projects (communicate good examples)
• See ESCO not as a threat but as an opportunity: complementing the already existing expertise
with up-to-date information
• Make consistent decisions in these matters (despite cut-backs in municipalities)
• Assist in the execution of their job (taking work off their hands)
• Anticipate possible objections and threats: financially, but certainly technically and in terms of maintenance
• Become familiar with the latest techniques
How?
– Demonstrate (including the use of clear imagery) the gain for technical services (improvement of assets,
long-term vision, added value of building stock, ready for more stringent requirements, improved work comfort,
decreasing energy bills, role model function etc.)
– Demonstrate the service we provide
– Organise an event on ESCO, with exemplary projects already realised, testimonials, speakers, workshops,
sessions...
– Securing media attention and attention for their project through our own channels
– Our own communication through the website with regular updates, newsletters etc.
– Training
– Meetings
– Excursions to completed projects
– One-to-one conversations
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— Mayor and Aldermen + Secretaries
• Communicate the ESCO offer
• Convince of the relevance of investments (non-renewable (e.g. installing of marble staircase) are often
given priority, while sustainable investments deliver a greater return, but still appear to be less obvious)
• Convince of the savings and financial gain(s)
• Convince them to be ambitious and to raise the bar high in projects
• Make consistent decisions in these portfolios (despite cut-backs in municipalities)
• Provide information on how ESCOLIMBURG2020 can be included within the framework of
the Covenant of Majors
• Spreading the R&R Action Plan
How?
– Demonstrate the gain (improvement of assets, long-term vision, added value of building stock, ready for more
stringent requirements, improved work comfort, decreasing energy bills, role model function etc.)
– Demonstrate the service we provide
– Highlight projects in the press and on the Internet > will also encourage other municipalities
– Organise an event about ESCO, with already completed exemplary projects, testimonials, speakers, workshops,
sessions...
– Securing media attention
– Our own communication through the website, with regular updates, newsletters etc.
– Training
– Meetings
– Excursions to completed projects
— Management committees
• Communicate the ESCO offer with emphasis on the financing methodologies
• How does ESCOLIMBURG2020 fit within the new BBC?
• Inform jointly, to increase support within the community
• Hard to reach target groups with busy schedules
How?
– Demonstrate the possibilities (financing methodologies) through one-on-one conversations and targeted
information sessions
– Inform about the ESCO offer at third party events (where they are already present)
– Offer practical information and refer to third parties for funding
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B. Construction sector
• To raise and maintain awareness of ESCOLIMBURG2020
• Transfer expertise of procedures applied, to help them prepare for the future
• Encourage them to register more frequently for calls
• To introduce new advanced techniques (Nearly zero-energy renovation) to contractors
• Accumulation of knowledge of new techniques (Nearly zero-energy renovation)
How?
– Demonstrate the gain for technical services (improvement of assets, long-term vision, added value of building
stock, ready for more stringent requirements, improved work comfort, decreasing energy bills, role model function etc.)
– Demonstrate the service we provide
– Organising workshops / information sessions during their own or existing events (eg Bouwinnovatie 2014)
– Organise an event about ESCO, with already completed exemplary projects, testimonials, speakers, workshops,
sessions...
– Securing media attention
– Our own communication through the website, with regular updates, newsletters etc.
– Training
– Meetings
– Excursions to completed projects
– Set up a helpdesk for professionals
– One-to-one conversations
Within Flanders and Europe, other authorities, inter-municipal collaborations
(Task 5.4 in annex 1- Flanders: VVP, VVSG, ... : Europe: European sustainable energy week, open days)
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How do we inform/involve the target groups?
A general split, three target groups

Own channels
— The target groups will each receive in a separate, unique and permanent way up-to-date information about the
project through various channels:
• the (interactive) website with monthly updates on (new) municipal projects and through the creation of
a back office, gathering useful email addresses for the mailing of targeted information through a
personalised newsletter.
The newsletter can be personalised to suit the individual target groups:
– Secretaries
– Mayor and Aldermen
– Technical services
– Environmental and Sustainability Officers
– Construction professionals: Contractors and Architects
• development of structured, clear presentations/information sessions/workshops for the different
target groups
• development of brochures with targeted information for each target group or purpose
• firm presence on trade fairs
• presence on Linkedin/Facebook
• presentation material (roll-up, promo wall etc.)
— Secure media attention for the overall operation and sample projects by sourcing original perspectives, contests
and stories
— Organise or connect with event(s), communicating and demonstrating the results of the project. Own event:
DUBO XL on 21 November 2013. Keynote speaker chairs workshops (young construction professionals/municipal
civil servants), gives a presentation later in the evening and chairs panel discussion

Other channels
— Secondary communication via
• trade magazines for the construction industry
• provincial magazines (magazine Milieu & Natuur (Environment & Nature))
• municipal information sheets and websites (they will receive ready-made information)
• partner websites such as Livios, Habitos, Bouwenwonen, Manager Magazines etc.
• magazines for umbrella organisations
• target group magazines from Infrax
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Communication Strategy
Information should be passed on as understandably as possible. We do this as follows:

1. Web / newsletter / brochures / flyers
a) Visual imaging of gain
		q clear, accessible, concise and understandable explanation of what sustainable construction stands
			 for and what benefits are associated with this at all levels
		q tools: tracker tool on website, video/photo, pdf, brochures, events, testimonials…
b) Visual imagery
		 not ‘generates 3500 kWh’, but an understandable equivalent + via dashboard through tracker tool
c) Working interactively
		q understandable, accessible
		q engaging language
e) Indicate benefits (per target)

2. Talks / workshops / seminars / presentations
q information tailored to the target group / work visually / visual imagery / testimonials
q practical
q understandable

3. Events
q strong content, clear and conspicuous communication, top keynote speakers, economic relevance (see SALK),
		 practical, inspiring, innovative
q We’ll provide a roll-up and information stand available for use at all events.
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Dubolimburg
Marktplein 7/1, 3550 Heusden-Zolder
Kontakt: Sandra Penders – sandra.penders@dubolimburg.be
www.dubolimburg.be

Infrax
G. Verwilghensingel 32, 3500 Hasselt
Contact: Erwin Maes – erwin.maes@infrax.be
www.infrax.be

Province of Limburg
Universiteitslaan 1, 3500 Hasselt
Contact: Nele Stas – nele.stas@limburg.be
www.limburg.be

VU: Johan Van den Broek, Universiteitslaan 1, 3500 Hasselt

